**NYPD Student Safety Act Report Definitions:**

**Intervention Date:** Date of intervention by NYPD. This may vary from the date of the initial incident (i.e., Robbery on Monday, Arrested on Tuesday, the Incident date for this purpose is Tuesday.)

**Scanning Type:** The type of scanning offered at that school site

**School Hours:** Was the time when the NYPD intervention occurred during school hours?

**Command:** The location where the intervening officer works. DB= Detective Bureau. UTF= Uniformed Task Force (Police Officers assigned to the School Safety Division). SSA= School Safety Agent

**Class:** Offense classification (Misdemeanor, Felony, Violation)

**Incident location:** The location where the *initial* incident occurred (robbery off-site but detectives arrest the subject in school would be considered an off-site incident)

**Scanning Incident:** Was this intervention a result of/ or occurred in relation to scanning?

**Mitigation:** The subject committed what would amount to an offense but was released to the school for discipline/mitigation rather than being processed as an arrest or summoned. Only subjects for which mechanical restraints were used are reported here.

**PINS Warrant:** A Person In Need of Supervision- Family Court Warrant

**Child in Crisis:** A student who is displaying signs of emotional distress who must be removed to the hospital for psychological evaluation. Only subjects for which mechanical restraints were used are reported here.

**Juvenile Report:** Generally, a report taken for a subject under 16 who allegedly committed an act that would constitute an offense if committed by an adult. The report is prepared in lieu of an arrest or summons and the student is normally detained for the time it takes to gather the facts and complete the report.

**Pct:** Precinct of Occurrence

**Restraints:** was the subject handcuffed using either metal or Velcro restraints.